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If you’re a Java Programmer working with XML, you probably already use some of the tools developed by the Apache Software Foundation. This book is a code-intensive guide to the Apache XML tools that are most relevant for Java developers, including Xerces, Xalan, FOP, Cocoon, Axis, and Xindice.

Theodore Leung, a founding member of the Apache XML Project, focuses on the unique capabilities of these best-of-breed XML tools. With the help of a sample application, he demonstrates how you can use them in unison to develop professional XML/Java applications for the real world.

If you need in-depth information to help you assemble a workable toolbox for developing sophisticated XML-based applications, you’ll find it in this volume.

What you will learn from this book

	How the Apache XML Project related to Java programming
	When you’ll need some of Xerces’ extra parsing features, like grammar caching
	How to use Xalan’s XSLTC to compile XSLT stylesheets into Java
	Prerequisites and applications for FOP and Batik
	Cocoon concepts and development
	Development techniques and practical usage for Xindice
	How to develop back-end applications with XML RPC and Axis
	Applications and concepts for XML Security
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Internet Firewalls and Network SecurityNew Riders Publishing, 1996
INTERNET FIREWALLS AND NETWORK SECURITY, SECOND EDITION is designed for system
administrators and interested users who realize the risks involved in connecting a computer
system to the Internet.

In days of old, brick walls were built between buildings in apartment complexes so that
if a fire broke out, it would not spread...
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Firewalls Don’t Stop Dragons: A Step-by-Step Guide to Computer Security for Non-TechiesApress, 2018

	
		Rely on this practical, end-to-end guide on cyber safety and online security written expressly for a non-technical audience. You will have just what you need to protect yourself?step by step, without judgment, and with as little jargon as possible. Just how secure is your computer right now? You probably don't really know....
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Developing Effective Engineering Leadership (IEE Management of Technology Series, 21)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2003
Engineering companies and other organizations face many serious challenges in the 21st Century. One that is now becoming widely recognized is the loss of corporate knowledge through staff turnover, whether it is natural or forced through downsizing or de-layering. The company’s store of knowledge and expertise is an asset built up through...
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Bint Al-Huda Collection: All Novels and Short StoriesJerrmein Abu Shahba, 2019

	Bint al-Huda Collection includes all the 4 novels and 24 short stories written by Martyr Aminah Haider Al-Sadr, the famous Muslim author popularly known as Bint Al-Huda. She played a significant role in creating Islamic awareness among the Muslim women of Iraq from the late 1950s to 1980. She was the sister of the great Islamic scholar,...
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The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire of 1906 (Great Historic Disasters)Chelsea House Publications, 2008
At approximately 5:12 a.m. on April 18, 1906, a powerful earthquake ripped through the city of San Francisco. Roadways rose and fell like ocean waves. Crumbling walls and chimneys rained glass and bricks onto sidewalks and streets, and crowded rooming houses suddenly vanished into heaps of splintered wood. Yet San Francisco's ordeal had only begun....
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ASP.NET 2.0 Web Parts in Action: Building Dynamic Web PortalsManning Publications, 2006
"A must-buy for every ASP.NET developer using Web Parts."
 Scott Guthrie
 General Manager
 Microsoft Developer Division
 "Squeezes the full potential out of ASP.NET Web Parts."
 Andres Sanabria
 Lead Program Manager
 ASP.NET and Server Application Frameworks 

 Using Web Parts, ASP.NET...
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